The "Voice of the I AM" is the mouth-piece through which the Ascended Masters' Instruction can reach the students quickly, that the most powerful work possible for America and the world may be done by the students to release the greatest Light in the shortest time.

It will also contain information as to where the Accredited Messengers, Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Ballard and son, Donald, are teaching the Ascended Masters' Instruction on the "I AM."

INFORMATION

The information given under the heading of "Young America" will be the Ascended Masters' help to the young people for their protection and illumination, as they are the builders of the new civilization and are the channels through which the Ascended Masters will give their Light for the use of the outer world in the Golden "I AM" Age.

This magazine is not an outlet for articles from the students, but is the outpouring of the help from the Ascended Masters and has no human concepts in it.

THE SINDELLAR STUDIOS

2600 South Hoover Street Los Angeles, California
I pledge the Unfed Flame a vow,
  Its Glory all-commanding now,
I face my Source above and see
  My Presence smiling down at me.

I feel Its Great Enfolding Love
  Pouring o'er me from above,
I gaze into Its Glorious Eyes,
  I hear It say: "Arise! Arise"!

I see Its Blazing Heart of Light,
  Its Beauteous Garments dazzling bright,
I ask Its Help and do implore,
  I hear It say: "Adore! Adore"!

I watch Its Light become a Sun
  Whose Rays pour out to everyone,
I now behold These seem to blend,
  I hear It say: "Ascend! Ascend"!

I must obey Its Mighty Call
  Surrendering now my self, my all,
I do attain my Victory,
  I hear It say: "All free! All free"!

Its Arms reach out and raise me high,
  Its Light illumines all the sky,
I hear It say: "My Self now BE!
  For I AM thee and thou art ME.

CHANERA.
IGHTY I AM Presence”! speak Thy wishes to these beloved students:

"THE I AM PRESENCE" SPEAKS

"I AM" the Power that gives you all Freedom!
"I AM" the Life in you, that raises every outer
activity into the Fulness of My Perfection!

"I AM" the Authority in your life and world that now asserts itself, to produce the harmony necessary for your Freedom, accept this!

"I AM" the Power that knows no interference of any kind, from any human creation!

"I AM" the Wisdom that directs every one, who will give attention to Me, unto the fulness of each one's Freedom and absolute Glory of Life!

"I AM" the Wisdom, when invited, that prevents all mistakes of mankind!

"I AM" the Authority that silences every human destructive activity—when called into action to do so!

"I AM" the Presence that silences and places out of action every person, association or whatever sends forth destructive activity to My Presentation—through the other Ascended Masters and Saint Germain—of this Light and work!

The Great Cosmic Law has now answered Me, and I become the Authority, in co-operation with It, that enables all human destructive activity or interference with this Avenue of Light, to be silenced, and I ask you beloved students to WATCH it be silenced.

All unfortunate individuals in human form, who henceforth attempt to personally interfere with this Light, knowing the Love and Kindliness with which the Messengers have brought this forth, SHALL MEET the recoil of their own destructive creation, for the Great Cosmic Light no longer allows them to be protected.

To-day, for the first time since this Work has gone forth, have I, the "Mighty I AM Presence," asserted Myself in this Work. So let all understand, that when the Great Cosmic Law has come
to a point of activity, in which the authority of the human free will may be set aside for all destructive forces, then this Fiat, this Command goes forth. May the Light that beats each human heart, which sends forth through the feeling destructive activity, may that Light help them and preserve them.

Mankind has gone on through the centuries with their wilful dis-obedience to Me, the "Mighty I AM Presence." Now, the Law of the earth—which is the Great Cosmic Law—has said: "No longer shall Nature accept the iniquity, the discord of mankind." Therefore, we are facing, mankind is facing, the culmination of the accumulation of their destructive activities for centuries. That Law must now have Its reaction to the individuals—whoever, wherever they are—who refuse to enter into the necessary harmony for their Freedom and Protection. They will meet their own destructive activity, as surely as they breathe.

This Authority is spoken forth not to frighten any one, but to give all again, once again, the opportunity to set their worlds in order, by calling their "Mighty I AM Presence" into action, which will do it. If the human doubts and fears interfere with such individuals doing this, then the responsibility is theirs. They have the energy in the knowledge of My Presence, to call Me into action to perform this Service and It cannot fail.

The individual who wants to allow his human to longer cause him to doubt, fear and question, when the Great Law—simplified, all-powerful and majestic in Its Active Presence—is explained for his use, then he alone becomes responsible for what happens to him.
Do not make any mistake, this form you see before you has nothing to do with these words which "I AM" speaking. Look upon that Chart and behold your Reality! That Chart is absolutely accurate, giving you the eye-picture of your Glory which beats your heart. There is no mistake, not one single one there.

You, my precious ones of the earth, have the opportunity for your Freedom and Ascension. This Messenger, your good brother, with Love and Kindness hour after hour presents the Truth of this Chart to you, that you may know the Presence which beats your heart cannot be interfered with, when called into action to produce Perfection and supply in your world.

Will you not listen and obey My Fiat, My Command which has come forth to give you your Freedom NOW, after centuries of wandering in the maze of destructive creation? Will you not, oh precious ones here, listen to Me and forever silence all human gossip within yourselves and others? Take your command within My Presence to have the Light descend, as It did with this brother who stands before you, in rendering the service described in these books.

I pity the human personality who doubts the Truth within these books. They were brought forth at the Command of the Cosmic Law, the "Mighty I AM Presence" and the Great Host of Ascended Masters, to bring this Knowledge in Its simplicity for Freedom of the world. IT SHALL go forth until all the world knows it, regardless of all human beings on the face of the earth. Will you not accept this and have your Freedom, which My Presence will bring to you and your world?
No longer accept the human concepts of pain, disorder and disease in your mind, body and world; but stand fearless in the Glory of My Presence, which gives you Life and no longer tolerate these things, that have brought distress and limitation in the world of human activity.

The Light is within you! It beats your heart! In every cell of your body IS My Light, waiting there for you to turn your attention to Me, the Source of all Being; until that day when My Energy can be released at your call, to set you free in perfect health and with everything that is required to produce beauty, happiness and Perfection in your world of action.

The Glory of God, the “Mighty I AM Presence,” can be manifest in and through you at any given moment, when you have silenced the human creation, which you have generated, and set it aside sufficiently, to let that energy go forth uninterrupted, unclothed by human feeling.

I speak to you, through the mental and feeling worlds. This hour, I speak to every “I AM Student” throughout America and the world: that all may feel this Radiation going forth to-day UNMISTAKABLY, to give them strength and courage to turn to Me and FEEL the Glory of My Mighty Intelligence and Energy released into their worlds, for It WILL give them ALL they require for their happiness and Freedom.

I remind you again, remember this form standing before you has nothing to do with these Words that are spoken to you this moment. This form through the attention—and let it be an illustration to you—this form called to Me, the “Mighty I AM Presence,” to speak Its Wishes to you, and “I AM” speaking Them. Let it be a living example
to you, how your "Mighty I AM Presence" can answer every earnest, sincere call of the personality made to IT.

Stand glorified in My Light—the "Mighty I AM Presence," which beats your heart, for It knows no obstruction nor interference as It is called forth into action. If you are not having the Fulness of Its Power, it is because in your feeling world there is still something that is clothing Its Power with your feeling. Silence ALL feeling, when you call the "Mighty I AM Presence" into action, and let IT come forth with ITS Mighty Perfect Energy to cleanse, purify and sweep out of you and your world everything unlike ITSELF and IT will do so.

Oh my precious ones of earth everywhere, I pour forth this moment of opportunity, My Blessings, My Courage, My Strength, My Light into the mental and feeling world of all mankind throughout the earth; that from this day henceforth, there may be less of the human discord and its seeming authority, to hold sway through the feeling and speech of mankind.

May that Glory, which I send forth, reach all mankind through the mental and feeling world. Let all stand glorified in the knowledge of My Presence, which Saint Germain has brought forth. The Beloved Jesus, the Mighty Divine Director, Who are My Messengers, have also enabled you to have this Light, for They have come forth to give you Freedom and your Ascension. My precious ones, do not allow your human self to set aside the feeling which They pour out to you. I, your Presence, who beat your hearts, can enable you to have the Ascension even in this embodiment, and the authority is in your call to your
Presence. With your earnest effort, if you do not get the human out of the way enough now, then in the next embodiment it is assured.

Such is My Love, My Authority, My Intelligence which I give forth into your use and activity, to produce the Love, harmony, happiness and Perfection which every heart craves; for do I not know that My Light, which beats each human heart knows ME, when the attention is once turned to ME?

As the Messenger has told you, only when the human intellect turns the attention away from Me, does it again fall into the limitation of the human creation and its world.

Oh My precious ones, you whose hearts reach so earnestly to the Light, FEEL My Presence untouched by any human interference. Call ME, your “Mighty I AM Presence,” into action, to clear your world of every discordant destructive thought and feeling. Then, through your human intellect and feeling, stand guard that you do not allow any impulse to cause you to say or feel one single destructive thing. Thus, My Love will pour out through your mind, heart and form to every one, dissolve and keep dissolving everything touching the individual’s world; that My Intelligence may act; that My Love may enfold and keep everything, every activity, harmonious unto the fulness and happiness that all crave.

Feel My Blessings, oh precious children of earth, who stand at the Door of your Eternal Freedom from every human limitation, that ever existed in the world of outer activity. Feel DEEPLY, that because you have made mistakes, you do not have to live longer in them. Call on the Law of Forgiveness for every mistake that has been made,
past and present. Then, allow your "Mighty I AM Presence" to flood in and through you and into your world, Its Mighty Dissolving Perfection because It knows no interference, but proceeds to do all for you and produce Its Perfection everywhere.

Let this remain in your consciousness as Living Words of Light, that your outer memory may NEVER forget it in the world. So may you have this Mighty Truth, spoken for your active use every moment henceforth, and feel the Glory of Its Mighty Perfecting Presence acting in your world every moment.

Into the Glory of Light you enter! Into every cell of your bodies, enters My amplified Activity of the Light, until humanity shall become repellant to every discordant thing. Even the cells of your bodies shall take on My Perfection, to ever grow greater and greater in your Life and fill YOUR Life Stream only with My Perfection and Activity; for it may not be longer qualified by human discordant feeling. FEEL the Truth of this and make not only yourselves receptive to Its Activity, but keep knowing, that the Power which I have spoken forth into your minds, into the cells of your bodies to-day, goes forth with all-powerful Action to harmonize, to produce happiness and Perfection in your bodies.

This goes forth to every "I AM Student" in the earth to produce the same result! There is no Power in heaven or earth to stop it, for "I AM" the ONLY Activity, the ONLY Intelligence, the ONLY Substance, the ONLY Power to bring forth Life. Therefore, no longer shall Life be qualified with the inharmony of human creation.

I HAVE SPOKEN!
WISH to say just a few words to the students of New York, Philadelphia and Boston, and let you know My Gratitude for your loyalty to my humble efforts for your Freedom. It has been a very wonderful thing, to have watched you in your ministry and to have seen, as you have called to your Presence, how steadily and surely has all that is undesirable been dissolved and has disappeared from your world. Now, you may more clearly know what it means to adore your “Mighty I AM Presence.”

Please do not feel disturbed by some who have seemingly turned aside, for I feel—this might be presumption on My part—but I feel My Love IS great enough to reclaim EVERY ONE who, momentarily, has succumbed to the claw of the sinister force. They are all precious to Me, and I am sure that no one can turn aside long, for the Messengers have never poured out anything but Love and Kindness to all everywhere. The human has not quite yet learned, to guard itself against human gossip.

Is it not an unfortunate thing for mankind, that after so many hours of Instruction, individuals have still succumbed and listened to the silly childish foolish gossip of vicious minds? Is it not strange? Yet it is not, when we look at it from the standpoint that human beings through many centuries have been steeped, as it were, in their own human concepts and discordant attitude toward things. So, we must be very patient with them. So will you, beloved ones, join me in that
patience to them? Call their "Mighty I AM Presence" into action, to cut them loose from anything that would draw them from the Pathway of Light.

All humanity will come to know, sooner or later, that This Instruction—all that in My Humble Efforts, I have brought forth—is REALLY TRUE and that this good Brother's experiences are really true. His experiences are the foundation upon which This Work is established. They are ALL true, and the individual who is unfortunate enough not to believe that—well, then he just must wait; but there is no occasion for battle about it, do you not see? So, do not battle with anything. Do not, I plead with you earnestly, beloved ones, please do not outwardly attempt to battle and correct human mistakes. You know, sometimes when you do that, it sets up a tremendous vortex of turmoil, which again must be dissolved. I say this, to all students from everywhere: Please study those books! Does it sound egotistical to you on My Part, when I say to you, there are no books in the world ever written like them, which carry such a powerful volume of Truth as each one of these books. You might read them fifty times, you might read them a hundred times, and still you will not have what they contain.

So will you, Oh precious ones, not be disturbed or dismayed by the attitude sometimes taken, by human individuals who have come into the pathway of Light. Remember what this good brother has said, and I agree with him in it; that no one can earnestly look upon that Chart and ever forget it; or ever long step aside from the pathway or the Stream of Light into which he has entered.
You see, the Light claims Its own, dear hearts, and that is why I ask you all EVERYWHERE from this time on, please take the wholly constructive activity about things. Do not battle personalities. If they are making mistakes, just call their “Mighty I AM Presence” into action, to correct conditions and then, be at peace in your own feelings. That is truly the way to correct and harmonize all things. This is the point: In the disturbance that may have been in some Group Activities throughout America, do you not see that if each one would only listen, really take upon himself his own individual responsibility, REFUSE to listen to gossip and accept nothing less than the Perfection of the Presence, do you not see, how impossible it would be for inharmony to ever start? Will you not do this—all of you? Because I love you, every one Oh so much, and I know the Freedom you are gaining, far better than you yet do, for it is sure and certain. You cannot make a mistake long, in calling your Presence into action to produce Perfection in your world and hold Its Dominion in your mind and body. After all, that is the only perfect thing to do. First, call your Presence into action to hold Dominion in your mind and body and give you Its Self-control. Do you not see that? It is so truly magnificent. In previous activities, we have struggled to do the thing by the human part of us. I mean, that energy which is qualified by the human activity, but when you really once understand and know that the Presence, which beats your heart, is really there and once you feel It and call It into action, It will correct not only yourselves and give you Self-control, but every one else everywhere.
The mistake of all mankind is that they jump into a situation, humanly endeavoring to correct it, when they feel or think it is a mistake and of course a battle usually ensues; but that is not the correct way REALLY, because your Presence—if you remind yourselves that your Presence is All-wise and All-powerful—will always correct whatever the mistake may be. So is the Presence All-powerful, of the one you think is making a mistake. So take upon yourself the responsibility of maintaining harmony and control of yourself. If each one of you will do this, Oh heavens, what a magnificent manifestation of the Presence will come into your lives, individually and also into your Group Activities.

So transcendent will be the Light, the manifestation of your Perfection, that every one will rejoice forever and ever, that he has really come to understand the greatest requirement in the world is Self-control and each individual refusing to listen to or accept human discordant gossip.

I have taken advantage of this wondrous atmosphere in the room to-day, to speak to you Myself direct; that you might get My Feeling of the simplicity, the Truth of these Words.

Will you excuse this expression—as Mrs. Ballard said to you a few moments ago—and I am going to use a slang phrase, so be prepared for it! You are a blessed lot really and I want you to know, I too appreciate it, not that all the students are not lovely and blessed; but you have released into this room a beautiful thing, let us put it that way—a beautiful Radiance. It is so beautiful that you have caused Me to comment upon it. That should be encouraging.
I ask the visiting students here from all cities everywhere, to convey this to others for Me. Tell them just what I have said here, that the greatest, simplest and most majestic achievement is in calling your Presence into action to give you self-control and refuse to listen to or enter into destructive gossip. I call it "gossip," dear hearts, because it is nothing else. Humanity has believed that individuals were justified in that destructive kind of thing, but I tell you, more lives, more homes have been destroyed by the vicious gossip of humanity than anything else in this wide, wide world. So, will you always remember this and convey it wherever the opportunity offers? You cannot solve things by human battling. So, I take this up now, because henceforth, in the activity of the Messengers, the Appointed Messengers, the students and the Group Leaders everywhere, I wish you to convey this. Take the wholly constructive attitude. Do not be worried or distressed about any disturbing condition, either in the individual or in the environment; but just with that great calm serenity say: "Mighty I AM Presence! You take command of that individual. You take command of that environment, that situation; sweep Your Mighty Energy into it, produce your Perfection and hold your Dominion there"! Then rest in that activity and do not allow your human feelings to accept anything else but the fact that the Presence—the Power of the Universe—has gone into the situation and It IS producing Its Perfection there. I want so much for you to get the simplicity of this and realize that it is All-powerful.

Again I thank you, Oh beloved visiting students and beloved students of Cleveland for your Love,
for your staunchness to the Light, to your “Mighty I AM Presence,” and for the acceptance of My Humble Efforts. Mankind is coming to know that after all, This Instruction is not so unusual as it seems at first. While to some at first It seems transcendent, almost too much so to be true, yet every particle of It is just as practical as your outer daily living and activity. It seems transcendent, only because it is not understood, but when the attention becomes fixed upon a so-called transcendent activity sufficiently, well it all becomes just as natural as can be. It truly is. There is nothing transcendent in the Universe, when understood. Even in the marvelous things that the Ascended Masters, Jesus included, do, there is a perfectly Natural Law being used, although mankind has not understood it. So will you not feel this in the future?

I shall expect to see some wonderful transcendent things accomplished in your city. I thank you.

· AFFIRMATION ·

“Mighty I AM Presence”! take out of me and my world—this instant—all obstruction to You and the full Outpouring of the Ascended Masters’ Perfection! Keep expanding that Almighty Eternally Sustained Perfection through me, for the blessing and Freedom of all.
SAINT GERMAIN'S AFTERNOON
DISCOURSE

Cleveland—November 16, 1936

How beloved students of Cleveland, how
great has been My Joy to see the Love, the
enthusiasm and the loyalty to the Light
that fills your hearts. It means your
Freedom from every human limitation, no matter
what it may be. It is your Victory, your complete Freedom from the centuries of limitations in which you have lived, because all individuals unknowingly, when they have turned away from the "Mighty I AM Presence," have grown into the present density of human form, in which they act to-day.

Now all this is to be reversed. As it has been My Humble Privilege, to call the attention of all mankind once again to that Great and Mighty Majestic Presence, "The Mighty I AM," so will they come back home into that Magnificent Freedom which they once knew. Notice, I say to you "you once knew," for in ages past, you have known your Presence. That is why to-day, every heart which looks upon this Chart knows it has found its home; knows that it has returned after centuries of wandering in the maze of human creation, most of which is destructive. It is very wonderful to find that at last they have entered the door, the gateway of Freedom, again in the acceptance of their "Mighty I AM Presence."

Your Source of Life, Oh my precious ones, is the Mighty Current that carries into your mind, body and your consciousness, not only your conscious ability to free yourselves, but that Great Light which will glorify you and your world. Never forget, that the Light which one day will make your body Self-luminous, is Self-luminous Intelligent Substance, the finer part of the substance of which your outer structure is composed. This is how it is possible to dissolve the denser part of it, that the finer part may ascend into your higher mental body, then into the Electronic Body of the "Mighty I AM Presence," when you become the Ascended Being.
This is all very practical, so do not allow the intellect to say to you that this is something fantastic, it is an Eternal Law of the Universe. Let no human intellect be so foolish as to try to set It aside. I tell you the time has arrived, when It will no longer be set aside. The Great Cosmic Law is compelling EVERY human being to-day to reach out, whether he knows it yet or not matters little, but the Great Cosmic Law is COMPPELLING him to reach out—like that—and search through the feeling for his Freedom.

This is why so many thousands, when they see this chart, recognize it as that for which they have searched. All hearts know instantly the reality of it. If the intellect would subside and let the heart have action, all would know IMMEDIATELY the Truth of its Reality and Presence.

So to-day you precious ones here, have entered into a joyous enthusiasm in the acknowledgment of your Presence, of which many of you are not even yet fully aware; but through the activity of the radiance poured forth in this class, you will become QUICKLY aware of it. Then, there will be naught of the outer really that can hold, bind or retard you from going forward quickly into your Freedom from limitation—and for many of you to your Ascension. Does that sound fantastic to you? No! No! my precious ones. There is no fantasy about it, but It is a Mighty Reality. Do not let the human intellect of yourselves or any one else interfere with your going on and on and on, into the Glory of that Presence which gives you Life. There is not a thing but yourselves, that can retard you from it or hold you back.

You do not have to accept any undesirable thing into your world, unless you want to. Do
you know this is a Great Law? Yet unhappy mankind thinks that individuals must accept discordant things. No! not at all! In the acknowledgment of your Presence, you do NOT longer have to accept ANYTHING in your world that you do not want. Anything that happens to have lodged —notice the word, anything that might have lodged in your world, can easily be removed by the Presence.

Do you not see, my precious ones, your Presence is the full Authority in your world when you call It into action? In the mistakes you may have made—the accumulation you may have drawn about you which is discordant, do you not see that it has no power before the Out-pouring from your Presence, when you call It into action? Then, you have turned away from the discordant accumulation that you have created and are looking to the Power House, the Authority for your world, and there is none other.

Therefore, when you use the Violet Consuming Flame or call the Presence into action to do it, IT IS DONE. Do not ever accept anything else. When you call your Presence into action to pass the Violet Consuming Flame through your physical, emotional and lower mental body, It does it then and there. Because you might not see it, makes no difference. It does the work. Please remember that, when you call.

When the Light begins to expand from your Presence anchored within your heart, and the Light within the cells of your body begins to respond to this Radiance which is thrown out about you, it is no imaginary thing, dear hearts. It is so real, although an Invisible Substance. If It is so qualified by you, you can move in this Tube of
Light untouched by the human discord of the outer world. Believe me! when I tell you that thousands and thousands of my students have proved this, even before this activity began.

To-day in my happy family, of more than two hundred thousand students, who are daily and hourly having their Freedom, through the application and acceptance of their Presence—can you imagine My Rejoicing to have found so many of My old friends? I wish you might feel the full import of that expression! “To have found so many of my old friends of long, long ago.” Again here in this class, I find many with whom I was once very close in touch.

Do you know, my beloved ones, why I feel this Great Joy and enthusiasm in this class, quite unusual? Because you are, many of you, those who were with me in the civilization of seventy thousand years ago. Oh, does that sound like a long time? Not at all. In your Divine Memory, there is all of this. If I were to suddenly awaken within you your Divine Memory, you would see and know all that has been, as clearly as you read a book or a newspaper.

I try, the Messengers try, to enable you to realize how perfectly natural all these things are. Recorded about you is the Divine Memory of EVERYTHING, that has ever occurred in your entire experience of all lives. Does that sound like a lot has been gathered about you? It is very wonderful, when correctly understood, how you become the Master of all forces about you. It is really your Birthright.

So to-day, in this heart to heart talk with you, My Great Joy and Gratitude are boundless. When you have seen, as We in the Ascended State have
watched individuals through many centuries— 
watching EVERY opportunity to give Assistance, 
that they might gain their Freedom. Then you 
can know how We rejoice, when We really find 
that they are gaining it, through the knowledge 
of the Presence—a permanent thing. Then you 
too can imagine how great is Our Gratitude and 
Rejoicing.

Will you not stand in the Radiance of your 
"Mighty I AM Presence," henceforth, and allow 
no human intellectual concept to interfere with 
you in the slightest? Do not allow people to gossip, 
condemn or criticize in your presence. Kindly, 
but firmly silence it—verbally if necessary—and 
see how quickly you will enter into the Joyous, 
Marvelous Activity of your Presence, which will 
give you ALL the encouragement that any human 
being in the world needs, through Its Power and 
Efficiency to set you free. You will find a Joy 
filling your heart henceforth, that you have not 
known was possible for you to experience. Since 
the San Francisco Class, these certain Qualities 
are anchored within the feeling world of every one 
of the students who come into the classes. These 
Qualities remain with them, becoming an active 
Presence within their physical bodies and their 
worlds, to produce each Quality in activity and 
expression.

This is why, since the Messengers were in Hono-
lulu, the Power of the Activity in the classes is 
tremendously greater than it was before and will 
continue to expand in the Strength, Energy and 
Power which is released. Each one will, hence-
forth, gain more and more rapid Freedom, as he 
comes into the Radiation that is released.
So I want you to know, that you have the privilege of calling upon Our Ascended Master Consciousness. I want you to realize to-day VERY DEFINITELY what that means. Our Consciousness, with which We have attained the Victory and Freedom from human limitations and gained the Ascension, knows every step of the way—knows all of the requirements. Therefore, if you call Our Ascended Master Consciousness into action to assist you, then the effort, the accomplishment is much more quickly attained, than through the consciousness which you ordinarily draw about you, for your unascended consciousness has not yet experienced this. Try to grasp this, comprehend Its meaning, I tell you, call the Ascended Master Consciousness to act in your world and only as you become Ascended, will you know how much that has meant to you.

It is My Privilege to extend to you the Love and Blessings, of the entire Host of Ascended Masters, who have become interested and are ministering through this activity. Shall I tell you a secret? Even the Messengers have not been aware of this, but within a few months more than 300 additional Ascended Masters, both masculine and feminine have become interested and are pouring forth Their Assistance in this work. This makes more than 500 who are directly pouring forth Their Radiance to mankind, as individuals become attuned to receive it. This means the Freedom of mankind.

These Great Ones, Who wield the Powers of the Cosmic Light, which will descend into earth in greater and greater activity, until all human selfishness is dissolved from the planet, are no idle fantasy, for that Light is coming more powerfully
into action, daily, to produce this Mighty result.

Will you accept the Blessings of the entire Host of Ascended Masters, including Myself? Accept our Radiance personally established, eternally active for your Blessing, Freedom and Ascension. It is My Humble Privilege to extend this to you, and feel assured that you may call upon Me at any time. To the degree that the Law of your being permits, will I give unlimited Assistance as will the Messengers.

I want you to know this. You blessed ones, who are visiting here from various parts of the country, do you know what this has meant to you, who made the effort to call the Presence into action, to provide the way and see that you got here? It has answered you. One day, you will see how great that is for you. Dear hearts, it shows the Light within you has become strong enough, to govern the activity of your outer world. I rejoice with you with all My heart, for the strength, staunchness and loyalty to the Light that beats your hearts. It is your Eternal Freedom. Keep at it dear hearts, until the Full Power of your "Mighty I AM Presence" is released into action, to produce every result of Perfection you desire or may require.

Oh let nothing turn you aside. In the fulness of that Great Cosmic Light, in the fulness of the Activity of the Ascended Masters, the Legion of Light and the Great White Brotherhood, We extend to you Their Blessings, to become ever active as Gratitude, Strength, Freedom, Happiness, Supply and your Ascension.

I thank you.
FTER the wandering of many centuries, we again have come home into the Acknowledgement, into the Understanding—at least in part—of that Life, that Principle of Life, the "Mighty I AM Presence" which is all Life, our individualized Presence of God.

All mankind throughout the earth is searching for this Understanding. Individuals do not know it yet in the outer, but after all there is not a human being on the face of this earth to-day, even the savage in the jungle, that is not looking for this "Mighty I AM Presence." Why? Because the Great Cosmic Light is streaming into the earth, with a very greatly increasing volume. This is why to-day, in the activity—the outer activity of mankind—a Power and Authority has come forth which heretofore has been unknown in the history of mankind, since the second Golden Age, more than a million years ago.

Now beloved Children of the Light, the opportunity stands before you of the Open Door into your Eternal Freedom, in which fear, anxiety and human limitations are unknown. Try to FEEL this in the Understanding of your Presence. Try to KNOW, that in the home-coming of the wanderer of the centuries, is the Eternal Release from those limitations that all human beings have drawn about them.

Never in the history of the earth have you had such an opportunity. Why? Because of the Onrush of this Great Cosmic Light and Assistance, for It is making possible, that which has never been possible before.
During the last Civilization of Atlantis, before the sinking of the last remnant, there was a Province in which the attempt was made to bring forth a Nation of Ascended Masters. It was accomplished to the degree that no one labored for anything. People sat at their tables and food, clothing and everything they required appeared. To-day, we are coming into that state again, on a spiral higher—two spirals higher. So individuals who can set aside the human concepts of what can and should be, will find themselves entering into this amplified Activity, with an ease, a grace and naturalness not for many centuries understood. Will you not take advantage of this?

The Messengers have plead with the students throughout America to do this. Yet—although it seems incredible—mankind still insists upon criticism, condemnation and entering into those inharmonious activities that shut out every good thing for the time being. Then individuals wonder why they do not get the health, strength and Freedom which they feel they should have. See quickly, my precious ones, why you can never gain the Victory in Eternity, as long as you allow discord to register in your feelings, or pass judgment upon another of God’s children.

I have witnessed the activity of humanity for centuries. I know, the only stumbling block in the way of mankind, is their unwillingness to hold harmony in the feeling and their unwillingness to govern the sex activity. Those two activities must both be under control, before mankind will make real and permanent progress. The unfortunate thing is, that the outer world of mankind has made people believe the opposite of the Truth, and the people are laboring under it to-day; but the in-
dividuals, who will take their stand with their “Mighty I AM Presence” and push all human suggestions aside and hold them there, will go forward like rockets, into the fulness of Perfection and Freedom from all human limitations and their Ascension.

You must have this Mighty Energy of the Presence—the Fire of Life—raised into the Activity of your Presence again, in order to have the strength, courage and health to call your Presence into action, until Its Power rushes forth like an avalanche into your world and fills it with the energy and strength which you require. Stand guard over and against the human suggestions that beset you on every side and prevent you from having the joy, happiness and Freedom which your heart craves.

Beloved ones, there is no use mincing words longer. There is no use finding excuses for human mistakes. It does not do any good. It does not get you anywhere. Oh face yourself right now squarely. Do not fail to do it! Stand aside! Look yourself square in the face and say: “You human self! what have you been doing with this Energy of God”? You have been wasting it at every angle. You have been wasting it through irritation, in various avenues, through which you have released that marvelous Energy, letting it go forth, performing NO constructive service.

To-day, Oh beloved ones, you must make your choice and in the most magnificent manner that has ever been presented to mankind. You do not need to suffer. Imagine what it meant in the centuries past, when the individual had to pass through initiations of distressing character, in order to win his Glory and Freedom through his own
human creations. To-day, all of that severe ac-
tivity is set aside and mankind here—right here
in the open world—is getting its initiation every
day, through natural methods. No longer does the
individual have to go into Retreats and pass
through those initiations, occult initiations, which
were once demanded.

You can be eternally grateful, Oh beloved Chi-
dren of the Light, that you do not have to go
through those terrifying experiences—more men-
tal than physical—but more terrifying because
of that. To-day, you have the Power of your
"Mighty I AM Presence" to call into action to set
everything in Divine Order through the Power of
Divine Love, Ease and Grace, never before expe-
rienced in the history of the earth. All this change
has come because a Great Activity from the Great
Central Sun, which furnishes the very Energy and
Life to the student, has come into action, lifting
the entire earth and its vibratory activity into the
Light once again. Not only does It now go forth,
but will continue to do so, for the creation of man-
kind no longer has any effect to stay Its Power
and Action!

That is why your hour of choice has come! You
must decide whether you wish to serve the con-
structive or destructive pathway of Life. Realize,
that no matter what your intellect may want to
do, if you allow discordant feelings to reign in
your being, then you ARE serving the destructive
pathway of Life, dear hearts. Do you not see that?
EVERYTHING that makes you feel discordant or
irritable is causing you to act in the destructive
pathway. You do NOT have to accept that! You
do NOT need to allow it to act within you, because
you are the one who must decree for your world.
You have the Energy of the Presence to call into use and It WILL produce the result you desire, if you will call It into action.

Never complain again because your Presence does not act. It always DOES act, if you call It sincerely into action and stand by it. Do not make excuses for yourselves! Call your Presence into action and stand by IT, until the results manifest. It must act, because It is the Law of your Being. Do not allow anything to make you have self-pity again.

Human sympathy is agreement with imperfection. Divine Compassion lifts you unto the Heights above, where you can give ten times the assistance and not be drawn into that, with which you would be in human sympathy. Sympathy pulls you into the distress with which you are in sympathy. Divine Compassion lifts you up above the distress where you can give the service required and yet stand free, glorified by the Glory of your “Mighty I AM Presence” called into action. There is nothing greater in the whole Universe.

Beloved ones! straighten your spines! assert your Dominion in the acknowledgment of your Presence and stop all human action from this day forth! Go forward in the Glory of your Presence and be Free.

In your activity of the outer world of mankind’s creations, do you not see that all outer industry and all activity of that kind is but the requirement of the human? In the higher octave none of that is required. The Ascended Master produces instantly whatever He requires, whether it be clothing or anything else, and I assure you We do not follow the fashion as you do.
Oh My Precious Ones, may I say to you one word about fashion. The outer commercial world influences mankind all the time, in order to gratify the commercial desire, causing you to use all kinds of fashions, in order to get your money away from you.

The Ascended Masters’ Garments are the most beautiful in the world and cost the least. When do you suppose beloved mankind will wake up? Be your own designers in clothing, in food, in art, in your architecture. Then you will have the beauty of the Ascended Masters come forth into action in the earth and you will have Heaven expressed upon earth. That activity is just before you—not around the corner—but just before you.

My Precious Ones, I should love some day to show you what a good time We could have together. Oh my loved ones, We are not long faced individuals, but are filled with Joy, Happiness, Beauty and Perfection, by being free from human creations and limitations. Is it not a Joy! Oh, what a wonderful thing! Oh do not think for one moment, that We did not go through all you are going through, perhaps some things even more terrifying.

I feel very close to you dear ones here. Does that sound chummy? I mean it. I have been almost tempted to come forth and show Myself to you. Oh Beloved Ones, weary not in well doing—it shall come about.

How great is My Joy, to find those who can and do release so great a Love, so great an enthusiasm and joy in the acknowledgment of their Presence. Oh dear, precious ones, your Presence which gives you life CAN lift you into your Ascension, when
you will decree it EARNESTLY ENOUGH. Do not think that your mistakes out here, your sense of age or any of those things can deprive you of your Freedom. They cannot do it. It is only the human concepts within your feeling, precious ones, that hold you longer bound to the limitations of earth; that is all.

Oh just think! just the difference in two words—just the difference in two words—BOUND and FREE, and in the knowledge of your Presence you have Freedom RIGHT NOW. Will you not accept that and not let a single human thing come in, to disturb you in the future? Do not let anything prevent the Out-pouring of your Presence, for It WILL quickly dissolve everything else unlike Itself. Then you go Free into the Light of your Presence?

I am going to ask you beloved ones of Cleveland and the visitors here to begin the following activity at once: Contemplate your Chart—the Presence before you—I suggest the Chart because it fixes the eye-picture of your Reality in your vision. Then lay your book down, or the Chart, close your eyes, feel this Ray of Light from the Presence, not only as the Ray comes through the top of your head and anchors within your heart, but FEEL that EXPAND, until It becomes a solid Pillar of Light enfolding you from head to foot. Then KNOW: that Pillar of Light IS Self-luminous Intelligent Substance. You observe that! Just hug It to you, and FEEL It do Its perfect work in your body, absorbed into every cell. Now FEEL this while I am talking to you. FEEL It absorbed into every cell of your body. Then feel your beauty, your health and Perfection having already taken command of your body—then and there. As you
repeat this process, you will be amazed at the transformation that will take place.

This is a distinct activity, aside from calling your Presence into action in the ordinary way. Make your call first, for the Presence to charge your mind and body with Its Perfection and hold Its Dominion. Then feel, VISUALIZE, SEE—MENTALLY SEE—this Pillar of Light from the Presence descend and envelope you in Its Self-luminous Intelligent Substance, which no inharmony within the atomic structure of the body can interfere with or prevent Its Action bringing harmony and Perfection into every cell of your body, youth and beauty into your appearance. Will you not do that and have the Glory, the Joy which It brings you?

Oh, I just long to take each one of you in my arms and then set you down FREE. You are so close to it, dear hearts, Oh don't let anything interrupt it. At the least intimation of inharmony, turn on it like a tiger and say: "Get out of my world, I will have no more of your nonsense. There is no provocation out here that is going to disturb me! Now do you understand that"? Then stand by your decision and be Master of your Feelings and world. Turn on it, the moment it shows an appearance. Do not wait! Just say: "Stop that nonsense, you have held your Dominion in my world for the last time. Get out!" It will get out. Furthermore, you ARE going to do it, which I rejoice greatly to see. Some day, when the Messengers come back to visit you again, We will not have to say, that you did not hold your own. We will be able to say with Rejoicing: "You have won your victory." Mark what I tell you!
How great is the Love of Myself, the Messengers and the Ascended Masters at the accomplishment here in this class, in the clearness and comprehension with which you have received this Instruction. Because you have poured forth so great a Love, it has cleared the comprehension so you are understanding more clearly. You are more alert, in the feeling of your ability to have the Victory through your Presence. It is very apparent to me. Oh my, I wish We might have had a couple more weeks; but then We just must divide up our time. You know, when We have lived without the sense of time and space, and then have to consider it down here, it seems rather peculiar. Yet after all, think what two or three years has meant in comparison with the centuries in which you have lived in limitation. Now, you suddenly find you can quickly get out of it. Is it not a point of great rejoicing? Marvelous beyond words!

How I love to meet old friends and to know that their Victory is certain. Oh it is so very wonderful! You must feel Our Great Joy, for It is pouring forth like an avalanche, has all week, and furthermore It is not going to stop. It is going to continue right on. Will you not believe that and accept It continuously every day? Individually FEEL the same Outpouring each day. You CAN do it.

I Decree to-night that this be a continuous Outpouring here in your midst, producing absolute harmony among all of you. For these blessed visitors, I decree NOW that the Power of the Presence, the Ascended Masters, the Legion of Light come forth! I call the Mighty Angels of the Blue Lightning of Divine Love to go before you into your cities! seize and bind all entities there, take them into the Octave of Light and keep them
bound! to stand guard over every "I AM Student" in all cities wherever you go, and the "Mighty Presence" to reach out Its hands and fill your Groups full to over-flowing with earnest, sincere seekers of the Truth.

Group Leaders everywhere! be fearless, be humble, be loyal to the Light, to your "I AM Presence." Then stand by this Work. There have been a few who have had the question in their minds: "Why do the Messengers ask the people and why did Jesus and Saint Germain ask the people, to stand by the "I AM Discourses" and the Work which Saint Germain has brought forth here." Why? Because, dear hearts, it produces results, that is the reason.

You have all the good you have accumulated from everything in which you have been interested in the past. It is not that you do not give thanks, praise and gratitude for everything you have received—whatever it has been; but now the Open Door stands before you in this.

One beloved individual has said, they question that Jesus would make such a statement, which He did in the Discourses, asking the people to stand by the Instruction which I have brought forth. It would be strange indeed, if Jesus did not know what he was talking about. He said it, only for the reason that this Understanding of the "Mighty I AM Presence" IS your Freedom, Victory and Ascension. Isn't that reason enough, why you should apply this Law in preference to other things which have not produced those results for you? It is not derogatory to anything else that has given assistance, not in the least, but this will produce the final result of your Ascension! Why not use it?
Oh Precious Ones, is it not curious how the human will concoct one thing or another to try to find excuses? Yet after all, We do have infinite patience. We Love and Bless each one and the individual that wants to waver and wait around a little while longer, well, God Bless him too. So you see, Precious Ones, We do not feel disturbed or anxious about anything of the kind; but just go serenely on, just go on and on to do this Perfect Work.

Dear Ones, in the fulness of the Great Light of your Presence, assisted by the Great Cosmic Law, enter into It and BE FREE NOW! Never in the world have you had such assistance. Aside from your own conscious effort, you have this Great Cosmic Light, these Great Beings—the Silent Watcher, the Mighty Arcturus, Cyclopea, Oromasis, Prince of the Fiery Element to assist you, and heavens knows, humanity needs it. There are a lot of things that need to be burned up, you know. All of these tremendous activities are giving assistance. There is a concentration of Light and Assistance from all the Retreats of the earth—Arabia, India, the Island in the Pacific—not charted—the Mighty Royal Teton, and all other places of Light on the earth. They are also concentrating Their Activity to bring this Light to humanity, because it IS every individual’s certain and definite Freedom.

Oh take command of your worlds, Precious Ones! Call your Presence into action with FIRM DETERMINATION and then, the Presence will do the rest.

In the Mightiest Love of the Great Host of Ascended Masters, the Legion of Light, the Great White Brotherhood, and that Blessing which comes
from all the Retreats of the earth, I extend to you Their Love, Blessing and Their assistance, if you please, to your Freedom and Ascension.

In the Glory of that Light which beats your hearts, is the Joy of all the Octaves of Light. In all the earth there is but one Rejoicing, the Light that beats your heart. In the fulness of that Light, We call into action the intensified Love, Wisdom, Power and Activity of your Presence, to take command of all minds and bodies throughout the earth, produce Its Perfection, hold Its Dominion, silence and consume everything—every human discordant thing—that has ever been generated. In the Blessing of that Great Cosmic Light, We say adieu, but not good-bye.

• AFFIRMATIONS •

"Mighty I AM Presence"! charge my Being and world forever with the Pure Electronic Substance of Light from Your Heart, charged with the Ascended Masters' Consciousness and Perfection eternally controlling all I contact.

"Mighty I AM Presence"! make and keep me unconscious forever of all irritation; Charge me with the Pure Electronic Substance from Thy Heart qualified with the Ascended Masters’ Consciousness, Feeling and Activity of Eternal Peace and God-Control.
ELOVED Group Leaders and all students! the Ascended Masters ask you to stand guard more powerfully than ever before, over your attention, so that you keep it on the Presence and the Great Host of Ascended Masters at all times, no matter what the outer activity of your Life and work may be.

The Action of the Law of your Being is: Whatever your attention is on you connect with and bring into your world, as surely as if you threw a lasso around it and began pulling it to you.

There is a two-fold activity and responsibility in everyone’s Life. The first, is to himself and to his world individually. The second is to those whom he contacts. For instance; whatever we let our attention connect with, that we must carry with its activity into our own individual Life and world.

When we turn the attention of others to certain things or activities, we become responsible for the reaction of the other individual to them. Whatever results they bring to the other person, we too must experience because we were the open door through which they entered.

Here comes the action of the Great Law: If we turn the attention of someone to a destructive activity and that one accepts it or does not exert effort enough to resist its activity, then if the person be swept into the downward path the main responsibility is ours. The reason this is so very important is, that it only takes one wave of vibra-
tion to turn an individual into the downward path. If that one be aspiring to Perfection and someone suddenly turns his attention to a destructive activity, it many times happens that the person needed just one more wave of energy in desiring Perfection, to have released the strength from the Presence which would have taken him into the full accomplishment of his Victory. If we interfere with his attention in such a case, then we become largely responsible for his failure to go higher at that time.

It is the Law of Life, that: if we are the channels through whom someone else is turned to the destructive path, then we must work with that one, to bring him back to the point where he was, when we turned him aside.

Therefore, in all Group Activities, as Group Leaders, you should see how great is your privilege to point individuals to the heights of the Ascended Masters’ Glory and Ascension, through turning their attention to their own “Mighty I AM Presence.” Therefore, never fail in your group meetings, to call with all the intensity of your Beings to the “Mighty I AM Presence” to forgive all human mistakes of all mankind—past and present—and claim everyone into the Service of the Light, regardless of all mistakes.

In this way, each one will be calling all individuals into the Pathway of Light and giving help enmasse that could not possibly be given otherwise. This particular Service to the Great Law is so gigantic, that we cannot overestimate Its importance and all, who will do this in their group activities, will also receive a tremendous release in their own efforts for Freedom.

It is very transcendent and brings Ascended Master Freedom and Victory for all.
BLESSED Young People of America! the Ascended Masters wish to impress upon you an activity and use of the Pure Electronic Substance of LIGHT, charged with the Ascended Masters' Consciousness; for It will bring you joy unspeakable and manifestation unbelievable of the Perfection every human being craves.

If you will make the effort to call your "Mighty I AM Presence" into action, to charge all the substance of your being and world with the Ascended Masters' Consciousness and ALL-POWERFUL PERFECTION in Its most overwhelming Action, you will be answered beyond your fondest dreams. It is very, VERY important for you to do this from now on, for the protection of yourselves and others.

The action of the LAW is this: The Pure Electronic Substance of Light, from the Ascended Masters' Octave of Life is charged with Their Ascended Master Consciousness, which NEVER-NEVER-NEVER can accept imperfection from anywhere in the Universe.

Therefore, when you call to your "Mighty I AM Presence" to charge ALL the Substance in your Being and world with the Ascended Mas-
ters’ Consciousness and Substance of Pure Electronic Light, forever expanding PERFECTION from within Itself, it IS eternally sustained; because substance charged with Their Ascended Master Consciousness can never be requalified with any human discordant feeling or consciousness, no matter how disturbed anyone’s human personality might become.

All the discordant sinister activity of all mankind combined CANNOT requalify one particle of the substance, that your Presence charges with Ascended Master Consciousness because Ascended Master Consciousness can never register human quality of any kind.

Substance and Consciousness from the Ascended Masters’ Octave of Life is eternally unchangeable, for It is Their Quality of Perfection eternally sustained. When the student calls his “Mighty I AM Presence” into action to fill his mind, body, Being and world full to overflowing with the Substance and Consciousness from the Ascended Masters’ Octave of Life, the Presence does release that charge instantly.

When fifty-one per cent of the substance of the individual’s Being and world becomes charged with the Ascended Master’s Consciousness and thus becomes the Pure Substance from Their Octave of Life, it means, that Ascended Master Qualities, Activity and manifestation begin to control all experiences of that individual’s Life.

Young people of America! please study this explanation thoroughly and OFTEN! Realize how infinitely powerful is its action and Power to produce Perfection for you and in your world. We give the following decree for this activity, for the Freedom of all: "Mighty I AM Presence"! charge
the consciousness, being, and world, of everyone who reads or hears these words, with the Ascended Masters’ Consciousness, Illumination and Comprehension of their enormous importance: and the Understanding of what marvelous Freedom, Victory and Accomplishment they contain for the blessing and Ascension of every individual on earth.

May these words, in their full Ascended Master Illumination register in letters of Living Light and as Golden Flames of Divine Love within the brain, body and world of every human being on this planet—releasing Their Almighty Perfection everywhere for the Freedom, Perfection and Ascension of all mankind RIGHT NOW.”

• AFFIRMATION •

“Mighty I AM Presence”! You are the Love, Light, Wisdom and Power that keeps every disturbing person, place, condition and thing out of my Being and world from this moment, for I now ascend into Your world and “I AM FOREVER AT PEACE.”
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
Scottish Rite Auditorium, Sutter and Van Ness Streets, Thursday, February 4th to Saturday, February 13th, inclusive. Afternoons at 1:30 P.M. and Evenings at 7:30 P.M.

DALLAS, TEXAS
Jefferson Hotel Roof Garden, February 21st to March 2nd, inclusive
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**AFFIRMATION**

"Mighty I AM Presence"! bless my feet into Golden Flames of Your Divine Love and see that flowers of Perfection spring up everywhere I walk to bless all.

---
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Containing the first group of author's experiences. Price $2.50. Postpaid $2.75.

THE MAGIC PRESENCE, Volume II  By Godfre Ray King
Containing the second group of author's experiences. Price $2.75. Postpaid $3.00.

THE "I AM" DISCOURSES,
Volume III  By the Ascended, Master Saint Germain
Contains thirty-three discourses explaining the Ascended Masters' application

THE "I AM" ADORATIONS AND AFFIRMATIONS,
Volume IV  By Chanera

A PICTURE OF "THE MAGIC PRESENCE"
A color chart of "The Magic Presence" beautifully lithographed, suitable for

A PICTURE OF "THE MAGIC PRESENCE"
Larger size for Group Leaders, etc. on heavy linen. Size 30x48. Price $15.00. Mailing Charge Included.

A PICTURE OF THE MASTER, JESUS
A hand-colored etching by Charles Sindelar, to whom Jesus had personally
appeared. It is an exact likeness of Him as He stood in consultation with Saint
Germain and the Tall Master from Venus at the Retreat in the Royal Teton, New
Year's Eve of 1935. Price $2.00 (size 12x16). Postpaid $2.25. Other sizes from Sindelar Studios.

A NEW PICTURE OF THE ASCENDED MASTER,
SAINT GERMAIN
A hand-colored etching by Charles Sindelar. An exact likeness, as he has ap­
peared on many occasions in the Retreat. A companion piece to that of Jesus and
meant for the students' meditation. Price $2.00 (size 12x16). Postpaid $2.25. Other sizes from Sindelar Studios.

LIST OF VICTROLA RECORDS
RR-1201—INVOCATIONS Mr. & Mrs. Ballard & Son
RR-1202—HARP MEDITATION. "Silent Night" Mrs. Ballard
RR-1203—BENEDICTION Mr. & Mrs. Ballard & Son
BR1247—HARP MEDITATION. "Nearer My God To Thee" Mrs. Ballard
RR-1241—CALL FOR THE PEOPLE OF AMERICA, No. 1 Mrs. Ballard
RR-1242—CALL FOR THE PEOPLE OF AMERICA, No. 2 Mrs. Ballard
RR-1204—FRAGMENTS OF PRIVATE INSTRUCTIONS, No. 1 Mrs. Ballard
RR-1205—FRAGMENTS OF PRIVATE INSTRUCTIONS, No. 2 Mrs. Ballard
RR-1243—ASCENDED MASTERS & ANGELIC HOST, No. 1 Mrs. Ballard
RR-1244—ASCENDED MASTERS & ANGELIC HOST, No. 2 Mrs. Ballard
Single Records, $3.00—Two or More Records, $2.50 Each—Mailing Charge Included

SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, P. O. Box 1133, Chicago, Ill.